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QDoes New Jersey provide businesses
and individuals with incentives to

purchase and use solar energy systems?

AYes. New Jersey iscurrently the second-
biggest producer of solar energy in the

U.S., behind California— due, in part, to its liberal
encouragement of the purchase and use of solar
energ9 systems.

First, New Jersey provides a sales/use tax
exemption relating to sales of. certainapproved
solar energy devices or systems.

Second, New Jersey provides a property tax
exemption relating to. certified “renewable
energy systems” .. namely, equipment that is
part of, or added to, certain buildings and which
produces ienewable energy onsite. Under this
exemptiàn, the “added value” that a solar energy
system adds to the overall assessed valuation
of the real propeity upon which it is located is
exempt from real property taxes.

Third, under New Jersey’s acclairñed
“Renewable Energy Incentive Program,” esident
businesses and individuals can either: (1) receive
rebates to reduce the upfront cost of installing
solar energy systems; or (2) upon properly
registering and installing solar energy systems,
earn “Solar Renewable Energy Certificates” (as
electricity is generated) which can . be sold
to electricity suppliers àr intermediate parties
through a state-sponsoied tracking system
— thereby enabling resident businesses and
individuals to earn recurrent revenue over a
fifteen year period.

Lastly, to supplement these incentives, New
Jersey resident businesses and individuals can
also take advantage of any applicable federal
tax and financial incentives, such as a federal tax
credit (or a grant, if available) equal to 30% of
the qualified costs of purchasing and installing
certain solar energy systems.
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Gov. Chris Christie recently outlined an
energy policy for the State of New Jersey that
emphasizes in-state production of renewable
and traditional energy sources to create a-
stronger economy and jobs by making energy
more affordable, more reliable, and . more
often produced by New Jersey workers.

In light of current economic conditions and
the finaticial realities we all face, Gov. Christie
directed the New Jersey Board of Public
Utilities (BPU) to revisit the New Jersey
Energy Master Plan. In support of the goals
of using the Energy Master Plan as a map to
guide N.J. toward a responsible ehergy future
and to use energy as a tool for economic
growth, Gov. Christie outlined three targets:
reducing the cost of energy for families and
businesses, applying “Made in NJ” to energy,
and marketing New Jersey for renewable
energy production.

One initiative the state is pursuing to
accomplish these goals is the development
of the off-shore wind energy industry. As the
first state in the nation with a coastal wind
farm, New Jersey is pushing to advance its
leadership position through the Offshore Wind
Economic Development Act. The law creates
an offshore wind renewable energy certificate
program and provides financial assistance
and tax credits to businesses that construct
manufacturing, assemblage and water access
facilities to support the development of
offshore wind projects.

In addition to the new law, Gov. Christie
signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) with the federal government and
fellow East Coast governors to promote the

development of offshore wind power.
agreement, which establishes the Atl
Offshore Wind Energy Consortium,
help to facilitate federal-state cooperatio
commercial wind development on the C
Continental Shelf off of the Atlantic Coa

To support these efforts, Gov. Christi
look.to a combination of organizations. U
the leadership of Lt: Gov. Kim Guath
New Jersey’s Business Action Center
serve as a “one-stop” shop for busi
providing professional and coordir
assistance to businesses in the resolu&
permit applications, licenses, certificates
other business-related approvals. In ‘add.
BAC will provideS services to domestic
international businesses looking to ret
expand or locate to New Jersey.The NewJ
Department of Environmental Proteci
recently created Office of Economic Gr
and Green Energy will ensure the agency
a key role in the economic growth of the
The EDA ahd BPU will continue: to
incentives for businesses implementing ei
efficiency technologies and advancing.
and renewable, energy in the state.

An example of one incentive design
advance another key initiative under
Jersey’s Energy Policy is an $18-rn
program offering grants equal to $45(
kW, up to $5 million, of installed eh
generation. from qualified combined hea
power (CHP) prorarns. From mid-Septe
through early October, the EDA adminis
the program, which was funded by
American Recovery and Reinvestment
2009 and jointly developed with BPU. I

New Jersey’,s Energy
Policy Moving Forwar

For more information on New Jersey’s energy policy, including active and upcoming programs, visit
www.newjerseybusiness.gov or call the state’s Business Services Call Center at 866-534-7789.
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